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CHAPTERl. 
Introduction 
Nanotechnology is the study of science and engineering on the order of nanometers, or one-
billionth of a meter. Current applications of nanotechnology include stain resistant khakis, more 
effective sun screens and more powerful computer chips. Future applications of nanotechnology have 
the potential to clean up pollution, cure cancer and end world hunger. Because of these implications, 
the advancement of nanotechnology has been a major focus of private and government-funded 
research around the world with major research initiatives established in most developed nations. In 
2001, the United States Government created the National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) to 
coordinate the research and development of nanotechnology across the Federal Government. During 
the fiscal year of 2005, $1 billion was dispersed amongst 11 federal agencies as a result of the NNI. 
The four goals of the NNI are enumerated below [ 1]: 
1. Maintain a world-class research and development program aimed at realizing the full 
potential of nanotechnology. 
2. Facilitate transfer of new technologies into products for economic growth, jobs, and 
other public benefit. 
3. Develop educational resources, a skilled workforce, and the supporting infrastructure 
and tools to advance nanotechnology. 
4. Support responsible development of nanotechnology. 
Because of the increased attention towards nanotechnology with these initiatives and recent 
advancements, an enormous demand has been created at the university and industry levels to train the 
scientists and engineers the tools they will need to conduct research in this area as iterated by the 
third goal of the NNI [2]. 
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One tool that is used extensively in the field of nanotechnology is the Atomic Force 
Microscope (AFM). The AFM is an instrument that can analyze a surface on the order of 
nanometers. Researchers can use the AFM to study topography, friction, thermal properties, 
magnetism and various other sample material properties and structures. Training users how to use an 
AFM is not a simple task. The formal approach to AFM training is classroom instruction followed by 
hands-on training. Virtually all AFM manufacturers offer courses at their facilities or at training boot 
camps [3,4,5,6]. Pacific Nanotechnology Inc. offers a two day course on basic AFM training that 
covers the fundamental principles, operation and application of atomic force microscopy for a price 
listed around $1000 [ 6]. Universities also offer courses on AFM operation at the graduate level. A 
new graduate level class at Iowa State University in the spring of 2005 was created by Dr. Sriram 
Sundararajan to teach students AFM theory and practice [7]. Two-year colleges have also begun to 
work with partnership Universities to train technicians at the associate's degree level [8, 9]. 
Formal AFM training is difficult for both the student and instructor. Instructors are faced 
with teaching large groups of students in a classroom setting, without access to the AFM from the 
classroom. Students are not given opportunity to spend the necessary time on the AFM to become 
proficient because of time and budget constraints. Not only are the logistics of AFM training a 
problem, but training large numbers of students adds extra wear and tear on the AFM that can be 
extremely expensive to repair. 
Several solutions have been attempted to overcome these issues with formal AFM training. 
Researchers at the University of Basel created a teleoperated AFM called Remote AFM (RAFM) 
[10]. The RAFM allows scientists and students to perform experiments on an AFM from anywhere at 
anytime by remotely controlling a centrally located AFM from a client application over the internet. 
RAFM provides access to an AFM for users without an AFM, such as students in grade and high 
schools. However, the RAFM does little good to train large groups of users because only one AFM is 
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remotely controlled at any given time. Multiple RAFMs would be required in order to train multiple 
users. 
Another proposed solution for training users is an AFM simulator. AFM training can be 
compared to aircraft flight training. Pilots must follow an extensive training program that 
incorporates both ground-based instruction as well as flight time with an instructor. However, flight 
time with an instructor is extremely expensive and an instructor can only effectively teach one 
trainee at a time. To solve these problems, the aviation industry developed flight simulators to 
provide low cost, multiple user training in a consequence-free environment. Flight simulators 
decrease the amount of actual flight time that pilots need and increases the amount of positive 
learned behavior gained from training. Teaching users how to operate an AFM is no different than 
teaching a pilot how to fly, which is the primary motivation for the creation of an AFM simulator. 
Several AFM simulators have been created for various purposes. An AFM simulator was 
developed at the Center for Computer Integrated Systems for Microscopy and Manipulation at the 
University of North Carolina [11]. The purpose of this simulator was to demonstrate tip shape affects 
on the sample surface by using hardware acceleration of a PC's graphics card. This simulator does 
allow the user to interact in real time with the AFM, but does not allow users to receive practical 
training on AFM operation. 
Dr. Joseph Griffith, formally of AT&T Bell Labs and Adjunct Professor at North Carolina 
State University, developed several applications to educate users on aspects of AFM theory [12]. He 
created three simulation programs: AFM Model, Driven Oscillator and Probe Simulator. AFM Model 
allows users to set gains, scan speed, and sample height to visualize the response of a beam-
deflection AFM. Driven Oscillator shows the dynamics of the AFM cantilever by allowing users to 
control the frequency and damping of a driven oscillator and view the resulting quality factor. Probe 
Simulator simulates the effects of AFM probe size and shape as well as feature size. These 
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simulations show individual aspects of the AFM and provide good visuals for students, but were not 
intended as an interactive simulator for training users how to operate in AFM. 
Another AFM simulator is the easyScan Simulation software, a commercially available 
package from Nanosurf AG, a Swiss AFM manufacturer [13]. The easyScan Simulation software 
allows users to scan an image without being connected to their AFM hardware. The simulator 
software interface is also the same interface for actual AFM scanning so that user can benefit from 
repetitiously learned behavior. However, Nanosurfs simulator does not appear to be fully 
interactive, meaning that the image does not change in real time to user input. To the author's 
knowledge, no one has attempted and successfully created a fully interactive AFM training simulator. 
To fill the areas that other simulators lack, a fully interactive AFM training simulator named 
Virtual Probe Microscope (VPM), has been developed to alleviate the problems of training large 
groups of users on basic AFM operation and training users without an actual AFM. VPM is a 
Windows-based simulator that can simultaneously train a room full of users without the need of an 
actual AFM. Instructors can use this tool to demonstrate the exact same instruction that a user would 
receive in an AFM lab within the confines of a classroom, computer lab or living room for distance 
education students. 
VPM has the ability to simulate in real time the following functions: 
• The morphological aspects of the tip-sample interaction 
• The dynamics of the AFM feedback controller system 
• The user interface control panel of commercial AFMs 
To simulate the AFM, VPM uses a gaming physics engine named Open Dynamics Engine 
(ODE) [14], along with a collision detection library named Optimized Collision Detection 
(OPCODE) [15]. The combination of these software libraries allows the complex behavior of the 
AFM to be modeled robustly and efficiently in the simulator. The interface of the simulator is a 
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graphical user interface (GUI) that replicates the interface of one of the most popular commercial 
AFM models, much like Nanosurfs easyScan Simulator. The following chapters discuss the 
background concepts behind the AFM simulator, the methods and models used to simulate an AFM, 
the design of the simulator interface, experimental simulator validation, and future directions for 
Virtual Probe Microscope. 
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CHAPTER2. 
Background 
There are several elements behind Virtual Probe Microscope to make it a functioning AFM 
simulator. A brief background of Atomic Force Microscopy, Training Simulators, and Physics 
Engines will be addressed to provide the reader a foundation for further chapters. 
2.1 Atomic Force Microscopy 
The Atomic Force Microscope was invented in 1986 by Binnig, Quate and Gerber [16]. The 
AFM filled the need to atomically scan surfaces which were non-electrically conductive, which was a 
requirement for the Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) [17]. The AFM operates much like a 
nano-phonograph. A sharp needle is dragged across a sample surface and the change in vertical 
deflection is used to create the image of the topography of the surface. The needle, also known as the 
probe tip, is dragged in a raster scan over the desired area on a surface creating a 3D X-Y-Z map of 
the sample surface (Figure 1). 
Figure 1: Scanning Electron Microscope image of an AFM probe tip mounted to 
a cantilever (left), a scanned image of data on a CD using the AFM (right). 
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The tip used to scan the surface is usually made of silicon or silicon nitride using standard 
microelectronic fabrication techniques. The AFM probe is mounted on to a thin "v" shaped or 
rectangular shaped cantilever. The cantilever is then secured to the "head" of the AFM to hold the 
probe in place for scanning. 
When the probe is deflected by a change in topography, the cantilever will also deflect.· The 
deflection of the cantilever is measured by a laser beam focused at the end of the cantilever near the 
location of the probe. The laser beam is reflected off the cantilever onto a photodetector. The 
displacement of the cantilever deflection will change the position of the laser on the photodetector, 
causing a change in output signal. The output signal of the photodetector is sent to the feedback 
controller (Figure 2). Depending on the mode of AFM operation, the feedback controller will 
respond accordingly to produce the topography of the sample. The most common modes for AFM 
operation include: Contact Mode, Non-contact Mode, and Tapping Mode [18]. The simulator 
presented in this thesis is modeled using constant force contact mode operation. Other modes of 
operation will incorporated into the simulator in the future. 
A-8 Output: --
A+B 
A 
B 
Split Photodiode Detector 
Cantilever and Tip 
Figure 2: Schematic drawing of AFM cantilever deflection detection system: A laser beam is 
pointed to the end of the cantilever, and reflected onto a photodiode, which translates the 
deflection signal 
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2.2 Training Simulators 
Simulators are implemented in training programs where the operational environment is too 
dangerous or too expensive for direct training in the environment. During the 1950's training 
simulators were first introduced by the Air Force to train pilots. Today, simulators are used in variety 
of situations including military training, firefighting, law enforcement, medical applications and 
nuclear power plants. 
2.2.1 Cognitive Transfer 
The goal of the training simulator is to allow trainees to develop positive learned behavior in 
a controlled environment, free of any real consequences. However, this is not always the case. 
Training simulators can cause trainees to develop negative learned behavior (bad habits). This can 
happen when a trainee trains on a type specific simulator and then applies the simulator experience to 
a generalized environment. For instance, if a pilot is trained on an F-16 flight simulator, the pilot will 
most likely be able to transfer positive learned behavior to an actual F-16 fighter, certain behaviors 
specific only to the F-16 will transfer negatively to a different type of plane. Training simulator 
designers must be aware of these issues in order to create useful simulators that will benefit its users. 
2.2.2 Simulator Fidelity 
There are several factors that influence transfer. The predominant factors that influence 
transfer are the simulator' s Functional Fidelity and Physical Fidelity [19]. 
2.2.2.1 Functional Fidelity 
Functional Fidelity is the degree to which a simulator "behaves" like the actual environment. 
A simulator is said to have high functional fidelity when the user input to the training simulator 
produces an output representative of the actual environment [ 19]. Increasing a simulator' s functional 
fidelity requires adding more realistic models of the system or environment that is being simulated. 
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Matching the speed of the actual application is also crucial to the functional fidelity of the simulator. 
Training simulators that are not real time simulations will create mental lag between input and 
output. These delays will translate into negative learned behavior and will affect the performance in 
the actual environment. 
2.2.2.2 Physical Fidelity 
Physical Fidelity is the degree to which a simulator "looks" like the actual environment. A 
simulator that is close to an exact replication of the actual environment is said to have high physical 
fidelity [19]. As a rule of thumb, the more realistic a training environment is to its actual 
environment, the more positive behavior will be assimilated. However, studies have shown that there 
is a threshold to how high of physical fidelity is needed for optimal training transfer. One study 
showed that a cardboard mockup of a cockpit produced comparable results to full replication of the 
cockpit [20]. Striking a balance between functional fidelity and physical fidelity is necessary for a 
valuable training simulator. 
2.3 Physics Engines 
Physics engines are computer libraries for simulating Newtonian physics. They have been 
used primarily for video game development, but have started to appear in engineering simulations for 
virtual manufacturing and virtual surgery simulations [21]. Physics engines allow developers to 
create highly dynamic virtual environments with little programming effort. Several commercial and 
open source physics engines are available for general use, while some video game makers use there 
own in-house engines. Havok [22] and NovodeX [23] are two of the more popular commercially 
available engines. ODE [14] , the physics engine used in Virtual Probe Microscope, is an open source 
library free for commercial development. There are two parts to any Physics Engine: the Dynamics 
Simulation Engine and the Collision Detection Engine. 
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2.3.1 Dynamics Simulation Engine 
The Dynamics Simulation portion of a physics engine creates the "world" in which rigid 
bodies exist. The bodies are said to be rigid because their geometries do not deform or inter-penetrate 
each other during collisions with other bodies. These bodies can be static or they can be dynamic. 
Static bodies are immovable objects that contribute only their geometry to the simulation (typically 
the ground in a simulation is a static body). Dynamic bodies are movable objects that are assigned 
properties that force them to obey the laws of the world. These properties include geometry, mass, 
density, center of gravity, friction and coefficient ofrestitution. 
The dynamics simulation engine also incorporates constraints to these bodies in the world in 
the form of joints. Joints limit the behavior of bodies during the simulation. For instance, two 
dynamic bodies may be attached together by a stiff spring joint. Th~ spring limits the motion the two 
bodies can have during the simulation. During the simulation, the dynamics simulation engine will 
numerically solve the differential equations of the bodies in a matrix. The equations are governed so 
that the constraints will be maintained between the joints. The size of the matrix depends on the 
number of constraints assigned to the dynamic bodies in the simulation. Every joint has three 
associated equations that are in the form of the Equations 1, 2 and 3: 
.A ?. I (2) 
)., :::; h (3) 
The quantities on the left and right hand sides of Equations 1, 2, and 3 are vectors of size m x 
1, where this constraint has m rows. J and Q are m x 3 Jacobian matrices. The linear and angular 
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velocity vectors, v1 and m1 respectively, are for the first body, while v2 and m2 are the linear and 
angular velocity vectors represent the second body. The quantity c is an m x 1 "right hand side 
vector." A. is an m x 1 constraint force that is applied to the bodies to ensure that the constraint 
equation , Equation 1, is satisfied, and is automatically calculated by ODE. Equations 2 and 3 restrict 
A. to be with a lower bound I and an upper bound h . 
C is a diagonal m x m matrix called the "constraint force mixing" (CFM) matrix. The CFM 
allows the constraint force, A. , to be a part of the constraint equation. The CFM can be manipulated 
to get desired effects in the simulation. For hard constraints, C, is set to zero. To make joints 
compliant, C, may be increased to a non-zero, positive value. If the simulation becomes unstable, it 
is recommended that the global CFM be increased [24]. 
2.3.2 Collision Detection Engine 
The purpose of the collision detection engine is to provide the dynamics simulation with 
information about contact between objects in the simulation. The collision detection engine is given 
information about the geometric shape of each object and determines at each time step which objects 
touch each other. This information is sent back to the dynamics simulation as a contact point. The 
contact point is then used to create the constraint equations to be solved during the simulation. 
The method for collision detection that ODE uses does not fully resolve collisions during 
each simulation step. It is possible that two objects could penetrate each other. When they do, the 
collision detection engine is alerted and a penalty force is applied to the objects to force them to 
separate. Other collision detection engines will use an algorithm to predict exactly when a collision 
will occur, even between simulation steps. These engines can fully resolve a collision so that a 
penalty force is not required. 
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CHAPTER3. 
Simulator Design and Implementation 
Virtual Probe Microscopes simulates the dynamics of an AFM by using the ODE physics 
engine. ODE is meant to give programmers a platform to simulate a wide range of physical 
phenomenon. This flexibility needs to be tuned and engineered to achieve the desired simulation. 
This chapter gives a complete overview of the inner-workings and design of the AFM simulator. 
3.1 Simulating the Probe Tip-Sample Interaction 
As an AFM probe tip scans a sample, the surface topography of the sample repulses the tip 
up and down. The interaction between the probe tip and the sample ultimately determines the image 
produced by the AFM. This interaction is due to the shape of the probe tip, the geometry of the 
surface, and the nano- and micro-forces between the tip and sample due to material properties and 
experimental conditions. 
3.1.1 Geometric Interaction 
The two primary factors of the tip shape that affect the image are the radius of curvature of 
the tip and the angle of the tip side walls. A sharp tip with a small radius of curvature is able to 
resolve smaller features than a dull tip with a large radius of curvature. Regardless of the size of the 
tip, the shape of the tip convolutes the image produced by the AFM scan. Figure 3 shows a spherical 
shaped probe tip scanning a cylindrical shaped object on a surface. Because the AFM detects the 
vertical deflection of the probe, and not the contact points of the probe on the sample, the resulting 
image is convoluted, as shown by the red line. By utilizing post processing techniques on the scanned 
AFM image, the image can be "deconvoluted". Deconvolution of the image removes the tip shape 
effects from the scan. However, deconvolution can not restore a feature that was not resolved due to 
dull tip shape. 
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\ 
' 
Figure 3: Convolution of an AFM Image 
AFM probe tips are commonly referred to as atomically sharp. However, probe tips are 
rounded. The extent of the roundness depends on the application of the AFM. In VPM, the AFM tip 
is modeled as a sphere with radius r , tangent to a truncated cone with side wall angle a , and with 
base radius R (Figure 4). The tip radius of the probe is typically in the range of 10 - 100 nm, with 
varying degrees of side wall angles. Because ODE is a rigid body dynamics engine, the tip and 
sample surface are assumed to be infinitely hard, therefore the geometries of the tip and sample 
surface are fixed. 
R 
Figure 4: Model of AFM Probe Tip used in VPM 
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Previous techniques for simulating AFM scanning have used numerical methods to simulate 
the geometric tip-sample interaction of the AFM and the sample surface [11, 25]. Through the use of 
mathematical morphology, a closed form solution to the path is determined given a probe tip shape 
and a given surface. The method proposed by Villarrubia [25] reconstructs the image that an AFM 
would produce, given a tip shape and surface, by modeling both geometries as an array of points. As 
shown in Figure 5, the arrays of both the tip and sample are aligned and the tip is lowered down to 
the minimum separation distance between the two. When the tip array is at the minimum separation 
distance, the lowest possible point {x', y') is recorded. When this process is completed across the 
length of a scan, the recorded points recreate the image that the AFM could produce. This method 
can be used to find the best possible AFM scan, where the probe tip perfectly tracks the sample 
surface. The array shown in Figure 5 is 2D, but the method can easily be extended to 3D. 
,, 
I i 
.1f-+- Raised Up, 
r 1 1 t(:r:-:r:',11-v·> 
i : . 
: I !.-: --- .Minimum 
separa.tion 
.,,. _ __ Sample, 
s(:r,y) 
Figure 5: Simulating AFM Imaging by Mathematical Morphology (25) 
In VPM, the physics engme takes care of reconstructing the surface through collision 
detection. The probe is forced into contact with the sample in the integration. The probe is then given 
a velocity so that it will begin to "scan" the surface. The bottom of the probe tip is tracked while the 
probe is scanning. When the probe encounters a change in surface topography, the physics engine 
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responds by forcing the probe up or down. Figure 6 shows a spherical probe tip scanning a box 
feature on the surface with the traced path between the two geometries. A spherical probe is used in 
this simulation instead of the sphere and cone geometry because the surface feature height is less 
than the sphere probe radius. In order to scan a feature with a height greater than the probe radius, the 
truncated cone must be combined with the sphere. This is because a vertical force must push the 
probe up when contact is made with a feature. If the spherical probe were to make a 90 degree 
contact with a feature, the probe would become "stuck" at the contact point. 
Figure 6: Simulating AFM Imaging by Collision Detection 
3.1.2 Force Interaction 
Geometry is not the only factor the influences the probe tip-sample interaction. Depending 
on the material of the probe tip, the material of sample, and the ambient conditions, many other 
factors will influence this interaction. The force interaction model was implemented in earlier 
versions of the simulator. A simplified model of just the geometric interaction is used in the 
simulator presented in this thesis to limit the complexity of the simulator. These forces will be briefly 
discussed as future versions of VPM will account for these types of interactions. 
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3.1.2.1 Solid-Solid Adhesion 
When two solid objects are pressed together, a deformation occurs at the contact interface on 
the surface of the objects. This deformation can range from completely elastic to permanently plastic. 
Macroscopically, the deformation can be expressed as a function of the object's geometries. The 
classic example of this behavior is the contact between the ball and race of a ball bearing. The 
severity of deformation of the ball and race is determined by the radii of both elements. However, 
microscopically, the surface of both the ball and race are extremely rough. When one object comes 
into contact with the other object, the surfaces only touch at a small number of asperities. On this 
scale, the deformation is found at these asperities [26]. 
Various theories of solid-solid adhesion exist. In 18 81, Heinrich Hertz first proposed a theory 
about the deformation of two curved surfaces loaded together, also known as Hertzian Mechanics. 
Other theories such as DMT, JKRS, BCP and Maugis Mechanics are additions to the Hertzian model 
and each other, accounting for invalid or limited assumptions in the various theories [26]. The 
addition of Hertzian mechanics or a rival theory would not have a noticeable impact during 
topography image scanning in the AFM training simulator. However, solid-solid adhesion accounts 
for a significant portion of the pull-off force experienced in AFM force curve measurements, and it 
would be necessary to implement a solid-solid adhesion model if a force curve measurement 
simulation was created in VPM. 
3.1.2.2 Electrostatic and Electrodynamic Forces 
Electrostatic and electrodynamic forces are due to the complex behavior of electrons at the 
atomic scale. These forces are important to various aspects of scanning probe microscopy and atomic 
force microscopy, but are not in the scope of the simulator presented in this thesis. A brief discussion 
of each of these forces is discussed below. 
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Electrostatic Forces 
Electrostatic forces are forces due to charges, image charges, and dipoles. Forces between 
molecules and atoms arise due to polarization from electric fields. In an AFM, the electric fields can 
be purposely created between the probe tip and sample, or they can exist due the potential difference 
between the Fermi levels of the probe tip and sample. The magnitude of theses forces are small but 
can be detected with most AFMs [26]. 
Electrodynamic Forces 
Electrodynamic forces are in the form of van der Waals forces. The van der Waals force 
interaction can be seen in force curve measurement in the AFM. As the probe tip approaches the 
surface, the probe tip is repulsed by this force. As the probe tip nears contact with the surface, the 
probe tip snaps to the surface like a magnet [26]. Addition of the van der Waals forces to a probe 
model would be necessary for force curve measurement simulation, as in the case of solid-solid 
adhesion. 
3.1.2.3 The Capillary Force 
In the presence of humid air, a thin layer of water forms on a sample surface. When an AFM 
probe tip approaches near a sample surface with a water layer, the tip is pulled towards the sample by 
the capillary force. The capillary force's magnitude is large enough to dwarf the van der Waals force. 
During a force curve measurement in the presence of humid air, the pull-off force necessary to 
separate the probe tip from the sample can be attributed to both solid-solid adhesion and the capillary 
force. The capillary force can cause distortion in all modes of AFM operation [26]. As in the case of 
solid-solid adhesion and van der Waals force, the addition of the capillary force is necessary to 
simulate force curve measurements. 
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3.2 Simulation Tuning 
Simulations in general are not perfect replications of the real scenario. Tweaking and tuning 
the simulation is necessary to achieve accuracy and numerical stability. Several measures can be 
taken to achieve the desired performance in the simulation. The following sections address these 
measures. 
3.2.1 Selecting the Time Step 
The process that progresses a simulation through time is known as integration. Each 
integration step progresses a delta time step forward in the simulation. At each delta time step the 
physics engine creates the constraint force equations and then solves for the linear and angular 
velocity for each object in the simulation for the next time step. During this step the collision 
detection engine is also supplying contact joints to the dynamics simulator. Determining the size of 
the time step to perform these operations is critical to the accuracy of the simulation. 
Game developers have used physics engines for years to define the laws and boundaries of 
their virtual worlds. Because game developers care more about speed and less about precision, time 
steps are relatively large (0.05 - 0.10 seconds) in video games, resulting in less accurate physics and 
collisions. A time step of 0.10 means that the computer will solve for every object's position and 
rotation every tenth of a second, and then send that information to the render so the objects can be 
redrawn at their new position and rotation. The higher the number of objects in a world, and the more 
constraints there are on each object, the more computations are needed to resolve the object's 
position and rotation within the time step. If the computer can complete these computations within 
the actual time of the time step, the simulation is said be "real time." 
To select the time step to achieve a desired performance, a relatively large time step is first 
used. If the accuracy resulting from this time step is sufficient for the application, then a larger time 
step will work. If the accuracy is not sufficient then the time step is lowered until the accuracy is 
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acceptable. For the AFM simulator, the simulation demands real time execution and the accuracy 
associated with an actual AFM as the goal of the simulator is to replicate the way an actual AFM 
scans a surface by running a probe tip over a surface. The probe tip needs to accurately collide with 
the surface to achieve an artifact-free image. 
The scenario illustrated in Figure 7 was used as the basis for testing various time steps. A 
spherical probe corresponding to a radius of 50 nm scanned a box feature of 25 nm x 25 nm on the 
cross-section. The box feature is representative of the worst case scenario in a scan. The majority of 
the samples that are scanned in an AFM have smooth features with subtle angles, using the box 
feature ensures that the simulation can be robust over a variety of geometries. The velocity of the 
probe used in the test was representative of the velocity of an actual AFM scan, around 5.0 µmis. To 
select the time step appropriate for the AFM simulation, an initial time step of 0.01 seconds was used 
as the starting point. At this time step, the simulation was unstable in this situation. The probe was 
moving too fast for the collision detection to accurately record collisions. The time step 0.01 was 
then cut in half to 0.005 seconds. At this lowered time step the scenario was stable, but not very 
accurate. A range of time steps around 0.005 were then tested to benchmark the performance of 
various time steps. 
Figure 7: Scenario used for tuning simulation parameters 
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The results of the test are shown below in Figure 8. At a time step of 0.006, the profile of the 
scan is fairly inaccurate (Figure 8a). As the probe crosses over the box at this time step, the force that 
keeps the probe tip on the sample pushes the probe geometry through the box geometry. This is 
attributed to the collision detection missing a collision between steps. As the time step was lowered 
to 0.004 and 0.002, the simulation progressively improved in accuracy (Figure 8b and Figure 8c ). 
When the time step was lowered to 0.001, the desired accuracy was achieved compared to 
mathematical morphology. 
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Figure 8: Surface Profiles with time steps equal to (a) 0.006, (b) 0.004, (c) 0.002, and (d) 0.001 
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While a time step of 0.001 seems unnecessary small, other engineering applications such as 
haptic force feedback simulations also require a time step of this magnitude [27]. If the time step is 
too large in a haptic simulation, the force feedback pen could push through the object. This is the 
same for the AFM simulation. However, there are consequences for these small time steps. At these 
small time steps, CPU performance necessary for real time simulation becomes in issue. Executing 
all the functions in the integration step every 0.001 seconds is demanding of most PC desktops and 
laptop computers, the desired platform for the simulation. The CPUs that run the haptic force 
feedback simulations have dual hyper-threaded processors, which allows for greater performance in 
these types of applications with small time steps. 
3.2.2 Multithreading 
To increase the CPU performance of the simulation at small time steps, multithreading can 
be utilized. A thread is a sequence of execution in a program. Jn a single threaded program, the 
program will execute steps in a program one after the other. Jn a multithreaded program, different 
processes can be executed simultaneously. Jn VPM, one thread is dedicated to the integration and 
storage of the data resulting from the integration. Another thread is dedicated to waiting for 
commands from the user interface, and rendering the graphics. Using multiple threads in VPM helps 
to maintain the simulation in real time. On CPUs with hyper-threading technology, a thread can be 
dedicated to a single processor, as in the case with CPUs used for haptics. However, implementing 
multiple threads does not help with the simulation's accuracy. The accuracy improvements come 
from tweaking the internal workings of the simulator. 
3.2.3 Error Reduction 
The Error Reduction Parameter (ERP) in ODE can be used to adjust for errors in the 
collision detection algorithm. Even though the simulation is detecting collisions at 1000 Hz, it is still 
possible that a collision will happen between integration steps. If the simulation does not identify a 
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collision between two bodies during time steps t and t + 1 , the bodies will penetrate. When this 
happens, the simulation behaves as if there was no collision and will continue to penetrate deeper. 
The ERP is used to correct the problem of the miss identified collision. The ERP is a floating 
point value between 0.0 and 1.0. lfthe ERP is set at 0.0, the simulation will not try to correct itself at 
all. If the ERP is set at 0.5, the simulation will try to correct itself completely in two time steps, 
correcting half the mistake during each step. If the ERP is set at 1.0, the simulation will try to correct 
itself entirely during the next time step by adjusting the position of the bodies to the position that 
would have been if the simulation had identified the collision. However, setting the ERP to 1.0 is not 
recommended. The bodies will appear to "jitter" or vibrate because the system is jumping the 
positions of the bodies too far, too often. The ERP is purely a fudge factor with no real method to 
derive an engineered value. The best way to come up with an acceptable ERP is to use a method 
similar to selecting the time step. Another test simulation was used to select the ERP value. The 
probe geometry and box feature geometry used in the time step test was the same used in the ERP 
test. Several values of ERP were tested while all other factors remained constant. Figure 9 shows the 
results of the test simulation. As the ERP was increased from 0.0 to 1.0 the simulation decreased in 
accuracy at the contact point on the surface where the error occurs (the first point of contact after the 
box feature). This may cause confusion because the purpose of the ERP is to reduce error in the 
simulation. The error that the ERP is reducing is the minute penetration between the surface and the 
sphere. When the ERP is set higher, the simulation attempts to fix the error faster, which causes the 
jittering seen in Figure 9. From the test simulation, ERP values between 0.0 and 0.4 appear to 
provide an accurate simulation. However, as discussed previously, setting the ERP at 0.0 the 
simulation will do nothing when a penetration occurs. Based on this discussion an ERP of 0.2 has 
been selected to be used during the AFM simulation. 
ERP= 1.0 
ERP=0.8 
ERP= 0.6 ,--- sre-
ERP= 0.4 ~ 
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Figure 9: Error Reduction Parameter (ERP) test simulation 
3.2.4 Constraint Force Mixing 
As previously mentioned, the constraint force mixing parameter or CFM can be manipulated 
to get desired effects in the simulation. The CFM allows the ODE programmer to give hard joints 
flexibility. Situations can arise where a hard joint will cause instability in the simulation. Allowing 
programmers to tweak the constraint equation solver is necessary to make simulations robust. By 
selecting positive non-zero CFM values the simulation follows a less restrict compliance of a joint. 
The CFM was tuned similarly to the ERP by selecting a range of values for the CFM using the probe 
geometry model on a box feature. The ERP during the CFM test simulation was set at 0.0 to isolate 
the effects of the ERP. 
Figure 10 shows the results of the CFM test simulation. At increasingly higher values of 
CFM, the contact joints created between the probe and the box geometry on the surface are obeyed 
increasingly less, resulting in the probe penetrating through some of the box. For VPM, the goal is to 
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simulate accurate imaging between two hard surfaces. For the intent of the simulator presented in this 
thesis, a CFM value equal to 0.0000 has been selected to be used during the AFM simulation. 
CFM=0.0100 
CFM=0.0050 
CFM =0.0010 
CFM=0.0005 
CFM=0.0001 
CFM=0.0000 
Figure 10: Constraint Force Mixing (CFM) parameter test simulation 
3.2.5 Collision Detection Method Validation 
Collision detection is not as accurate as calculating the closed form solution using 
mathematical morphology. However, collision detection can be used just as accurately as 
mathematical morphology if the simulator is tuned properly. To compare the accuracy of the 
collision detection method, a test profile scan was conducted between the collision detection method 
and the mathematical morphology. A spherical probe tip with a radius of 2 units, scanned a box 
feature of dimensions 1 unit x 1 unit, with an ERP equal to 0.2 and a CFM equal to 0.0000 as chosen 
by the previous tests. 
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The results of the profile using collision detection were compared to the profile of the closed 
form solution between the probe shape and surface shape. Both profiles are shown in Figure 11. A 
comparison of both profiles indicates that the collision detection method was less accurate than the 
mathematical morphology solution. However, the difference between the two profiles was minimal 
as seen in Figure 11. Based on these results a collision detection algorithm can be used to accurately 
simulate the geometric tip-sample interaction. 
-3.000 ·2.'lllO ·2.slO -2.lilO ·2.000 · 1.7SO ·1.500 ·1.25J · UlOO -0.7SO -0.!IOO -0.2SO 0.000 0.250 0.500 0.7SO 1.000 1.250 UOO 1.'lllQ 2.000 2.2SO 2.5lO 2.750 3.000 
Figure 11: Comparison of simulated AFM scan profiles using collision detection and 
mathematical morphology. 
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3.3 Simulating Constant Force Contact Mode Scanning 
Thus far, the simulation model for AFM scanning consists of forcing the probe geometry 
onto the sample and tracking the deflection, not conducive of the actual operation of the AFM. To 
accurately simulate the dynamics of the AFM, a scanner must be modeled in the simulation. The 
scanner is the part of the AFM that creates the movement of the probe or sample. fu some AFM 
models, the scanner moves the sample while the probe is stationary. fu other models, the sample is 
stationary and the scanner moves the probe tip. The scanner is constructed by combining 
independently operated piezo electrodes for X, Y, and Z into a single tube (Figure 12). When a 
voltage is applied to the piezotube actuator, the actuator expands or contracts (depending on the 
direction of the voltage), which in tum, is used to position the AFM-probe or the sample. The X-Y 
piezo is responsible for the raster scan pattern of the image. When a voltage is applied to the X-Y 
piezo, the piezo expands or contracts creating the raster scan pattern. The X axis is known as the fast 
scan axis and the Y axis is known as the slow scan axis. The fast scan axis quickly scans back and 
forth over the sample while the slow scan axis increments the fast scan axis to the next line on the 
sample. 
z 
y 
Metal Electrode 
Piezoelectric Material 
Ground 
Figure 12: The quadratic piezotube scanner used to position the AFM-probe in the lateral x-y 
direction, and the piezotube actuator to position the AFM-probe in the vertical z-axis direction 
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As previously mentioned, an AFM has several modes of operation. The mode of operation 
modeled in VPM is contact mode, specifically constant force contact mode. In constant force contact 
mode, the deflection of the cantilever is maintained constant through the feedback control of the 
piezotube actuator, thus creating a constant force through Hooke's Law in Equation 4: 
F=-kx (4) 
, where F is the force applied to the sample, k is the spring constant of the cantilever, and 
x is the deflection of the cantilever. Thus if the cantilever deflection is held constant, a constant 
force is applied to the sample. To maintain a constant deflection of the cantilever, the user must 
supply a setpoint to the AFM. The setpoint is the desired vertical deflection of the output of the laser 
beam on the photodetector. When the probe engages the sample, the PID feedback system applies a 
voltage to the Z piezo to move the piezo up or down to maintain the cantilever deflection at the 
setpoint by compensating for the variations of the sample topography. As the tip encounters a change 
in topography in the sample, the cantilever deflects, causing the feedback system to move the Z 
piezotube actuator to maintain the desired deflection. In this mode of operation, the movement of the 
Z piezo scanner reflects the topography of the sample as illustrated in Figure 13. 
Z-Position 
Cantilever Deflection 
Piezotube Position 
Figure 13: The schematic representation of constant force contact mode operation of an AFM. 
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3.3.1 Dynamic Model of the Z-axis AFM Positioning System 
To simulate the dynamics of constant force contact mode, a cantilever and piezo is added to 
. the probe tip model (Figure 12). The cantilever is connected to the probe tip by a spring in 
accordance with Hooke's Law. The spring constant, Kcantilln'er, represents the stiffuess of the AFM 
cantilever holding the probe tip. The distance between the probe tip and the cantilever, 
zcantilever - z probe' is the deflection of the cantilever. This deflection is maintained constant by the 
PID feedback controller. However, the PID feedback controller operates by applying a voltage to the 
piezotube causing movement of the piezotube actuator and the dynamics of this system must be 
considered. The dynamics of the piezotube actuator is simply modeled as a 200 -order spring-mass-
damper system. The spring and damper coefficients, K piezo and C piezo , are derived from the natural 
frequency and natural damping of the piezo crystal. 
ZpiezoL 
(piezo 
Zcantilever L 
ZprobeL 
Mpiezo 
Kpiezo 
Mcantilever 
Piezotube 
Figure 11: Simplified 2°d order spring-mass-damper model of the piezotube actuator's 
dynamics 
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Jn this new model, as the probe encounters a change in topography on the sample, the force 
applied to the probe changes and forces the probe to deflect up or down. The change in deflection is 
sensed by the PID feedback controller. The PID feedback controller responds by applying a force to 
the piezo in order to minimize the difference between the desired deflection and the actual deflection. 
The force applied to the piezo is translated to the probe through the natural frequency and natural 
damping of the piezo. The movement of the piezo in response to the PIO force reflects the 
topography of the surface. 
3.3.2 Dynamic Model Implementation Simulating the Dynamic Model 
The contact mode model was also implemented using the ODE physics engine discussed in 
the earlier sections. Using ODE, the forces are calculated and directly applied to the piezo, 
cantilever, and probe at each time step in the simulation (Figure 14). 
F piezo = F PIO - F system 
Z~ezoL Mpiezo 
Fsystem F cantilever= F system - F applied 
Zcantilever L Mcantilever 
F probe = F applied 
Zprobe L 
Figure 14: Free Body Diagram of the Constant Force Contact Mode Model 
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During each integration step, the error between the desired deflection and the actual 
deflection is first calculated using Equation 5: 
error= !::J, Desired - !::J, Actual (5) 
, where the desired deflection is the amount of deflection specified by the AFM user and the 
actual deflection is the difference in height between the cantilever and the probe (Equation 6): 
t:J, Actual = Z cantilever - Z probe { 6) 
The error is then used to calculate the PID control input to be applied to the actuator using 
Equation 7: 
• 
FPID = K perror + K 1 w + K D error (7) 
, where KP is the proportional gain, K 1 is the integral gain, and K D is the differential gain 
of the PID controller. The sum of the error, w, is calculated using Equation 8: 
w = L error* time step (8) 
Once FPID is calculated for the current time step, the force due to the relationship between 
the cantilever and piezo, F system , is calculated using Equation 9: 
F system = K system (z piezo - zcantilever )+ csystem (z piezo -Zcantilever) (9) 
, where K system is derived from the natural frequency, con , and the mass of the piezo using 
Equation 10: 
m = n 
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K:rystem 
mpiezo 
(10) 
, and C,ystem is derived from Ksystem, the natural damping, and mass of the piezo using 
Equation 11 : 
; . = c.ystem 
p1ezo 2~ K systemm piezo ( 11) 
The force directly applied to the piezo body in the simulation is calculated using Equation 
12: 
Fpiezo = FPID - F:rystem (12) 
If the desired cantilever deflection is not equal to the current cantilever deflection, the PID 
controller applies a force to the piezo, which push the Z position of the piezo down or up. The system 
force acting between the piezo and the cantilever, then forces the cantilever to translate up or down. 
The force applied directly to the cantilever body is calculated using Equation 13: 
Fcanti/ever = Fsystem - Fapplied (13) 
, where Fapplied is calculated using Hooke' s Law in Equation 14: 
Fapplied = Kcantilever /!;.Z Actual = Kcantilever (zcantilever -Z probe ) (14) 
The force applied to the probe is equal to the applied force (Equation 15). 
F probe = Fapplied ( 15) 
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In the constant force contact mode model, the user must now specify the desired deflection 
and tune the PID gains in order for the simulator to properly scan a surface. Tuning the gains is 
required to get a decent image free from artifacts in contact mode. The top image in Figure 15 shows 
a profile of a simulated AFM scan using the dynamic model with improper PID feedback controller 
gain settings. Tuning the feedback controller properly results in a perfect profile shown in the bottom 
image in Figure 15. 
Figure 15: Effect of the PID feedback control on scanning: Improper choice of gains (top), 
good choice of gains (bottom) 
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3.3.3 The X-Position Controller 
The X-axis of the AFM is the known as the fast axis. The fast axis is axis in which the AFM 
probe moves across the entire scan length in one pass. Depending on the rotation of the scan, the 
direction of the X-axis will vary (Figure 16). When scanning at a rotation of zero degrees, the X-axis 
is aligned with length of the cantilever. When scanning at a rotation of 90 degrees, the X-axis is 
perpendicular to the length of the cantilever. Because the cantilever is deflected at a small angle, the 
orientation used for scanning has an affect on the resulting image. The application of the AFM 
dictates what angle of rotation is used. 
Figure 16: Orientation for scanning: 0 degree rotation (left), 90 degree rotation (right) 
In the actual AFM, the user inputs how fast the probe will move along the X-axis, either 
explicitly or through other parameter such as scan rate and scan size. If the scan size is set to 10 µm 
and the scan rate is 1 Hz, the probe will move from one end of the sample to the other end, 10 µm 
away, and back all in 1 second. The probe velocity can be calculated by multiplying the scan size by 
the scan rate multiplied by 2, accounting for both the trace and retrace scans. In the case mentioned 
before, the probe velocity can be calculated as 20 µmis (10 µm/line x 1 line/second x 2) 
Ideally, to maintain a desired speed, one would tell the simulator to constantly set the probe 
velocity at the desired value. However, this is not in good practice and can make the simulation 
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"unstable." Physics engines work with forces and torques, and then calculate the resulting linear and 
angular velocities. Forcing the simulator to a constant velocity at every time step is essentially 
abusing the physics engine, and it has consequences with the collision detection algorithm. By setting 
the velocity at every time step, the programmer is telling the physics engine that the values for linear 
and angular velocity calculated by solving the force constraint equations are wrong. The programmer 
is essentially not even using the physics engine, but just moving the object manually. By setting the 
velocity at every time step, there will always be error in the collision detection algorithm because of 
this manual movement. 
The solution to this problem is to have the X controller behave similarly to the cruise control 
mechanism on a car: the driver sets a desired speed and the engine will adjust the amount of force 
applied through the drive shaft to match the desired speed. If a car encounters a steep incline, the 
speed of the car slows as it makes its way up the incline. The cruise control responds by producing 
more engine force until the actual speed matches the desired speed. In VPM, the probe can be 
thought of as the car with cruise control. The user sets the desired velocity of the probe by setting the 
scan rate and scan size. During scanning the simulator asks for the probe's current X-velocity at each 
integration step. If the current velocity is lower than the desired velocity, the X-controller applies a 
force proportional to the difference between the desired and actual velocity. The applied force, Fx, is 
calculated using a PD feedback controller shown in Equation 16: 
, where K Px and K Dx are the proportional and differential gains of the feedback controller, 
respectively. The error is expressed as the difference between the desired velocity, v desired, and actual 
velocity, vactuai, as shown in Equation 17: 
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e"or = v desired - v actual ( 17) 
When the actual velocity is less than the desired, the error will be positive. The positive error 
causes the X-controller to apply a positive force (forward) in the X-direction, resulting in the probe 
gaining speed. The gains for the PD controller were tuned so that velocity of the probe remained 
near constant throughout the scan. The top image of Figure 17 shows improper controller gain 
settings for this scan. The controller can be tuned by playing with the gains so that the velocity (blue 
line) is near constant over the course of the entire pass (Figure 17 bottom). 
Figure 17: Probe velocity PD controller: bad choice of controller gains (top), good choice of 
controller gain (bottom). The blue line indicates the velocity of the probe while the green is the 
path of the probe. 
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3.3.4 The Y-Position Controller 
The Y-axis of the AFM is known as the slow axis. While the AFM probe moves across the 
entire sample length on the X-axis, the Y-axis slowly moves the AFM probe forward so that a new 
line will be scanned along the X-axis. The pace of the Y-axis movement depends on the scan rate 
(i.e. 1 Hz), the resolution of the scan (i.e. 128 x 128), and the size of the scan (i.e. 10 µ.m x 10 µ.m). In 
an actual AFM, the scanning process is completed in a.zig-zag raster scan pattern. The angle of the 
zig-zag is exaggerated in left image of Figure 18. In reality, the angle is small so that zig-zag is not 
noticeable. 
Figure 18: Raster Scan Pattern: Actual AFM (left), VPM (right), trace and retrace lines are 
indicated in red and blue, respectively. 
However, in VPM implementing the zig-zag pattern into simulation is not practical. The 
raster scan implemented into VPM is a linear pattern (Figure 18 right). The pattern in VPM is 
arranged in this fashion in order to simplify the algorithm that keeps the probe on the right line. 
While the X-controller is constantly pushing the probe forward, the Y-controller moves to the next 
line at the end of a complete pass. A complete pass consists of one trace line (from the left side of the 
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scan to the right side of the scan) and one retrace line (from the right side of the scan to the left side 
of the scan) as shown in Figure 18. Because the probe geometry in VPM is not fixed to any structure, 
it is possible that the 3D surface geometry will push the probe off course from side forces as shown 
in Figure 19. 
Figure 19: The probe is pushed off course due to side force with out the help of a Y-controller. 
The probe could stay on track by manually setting the Y-position at each time step. However, 
simply setting the position of the probe at every time step abuses the simulator, much like the X-
controller abusing the simulator by setting the velocity at every time step to maintain a constant 
velocity. Instead, a method similar to the X-controller is employed. The Y-controller is told what line 
the probe should be scanning called the desired scan line. The controller interprets the desired scan 
line as a Y-position based on the scan line (typically 0-127 or 0-255), and the offset of the scan. 
When the probe encounters a feature that forces the probe to veer off track in the Y-direction, the Y-
controller responds by exerting a restoring force to correct for the discrepancy between desired and 
actual position. The restoring force, ~· , is calculated using a PD feedback controller shown in 
Equation 18. 
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• 
, where K Py and K Dy are the proportional and differential gains of the feedback controller, 
respectively. The error is expressed as the difference between the desired position, y deJired, and 
actual position, y actual , as shown in Equation 19. 
error = y desired - y actual ( 19) 
With the implementation of the Y-position controller, the probe will attempt to stay on the 
desired scan line as shown in Figure 20. 
feature feature 
desired path off course 
Figure 20: A force resulting from a side collision forces the probe off course of the desired 
path. A restoring force, Fy, attempts to maintain the desired path. 
The gains for the Y -controller are tuned to achieve the desired response. When the gains are 
improperly set, the Y-controller will not maintain the desired path as shown in Figure 21a. The 
proportional and differential gains can be adjusted to improve response as shown in Figure 21 b and 
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Figure 21c. When the gains are properly adjusted, the probe remains on the desired path throughout 
the entire pass Figure 2ld. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
.1 ! 
(d) 
Figure 21: Y-position PD controller response: improper gain settings (a), improved gain 
settings (b&c), proper gain settings for desired response (d). 
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3.3.5 User-controlled Parameter Range 
As in the actual AFM, the dynamic model in the AFM simulator has a range of values for 
each user-controlled parameter. The limitations in the AFM simulator are due to the use of the 
physics engine for the dynamics simulation and collision detection. The limitations in the physics 
engine are related to using a fixed time step detecting collisions between the probe and the surface. If 
the simulation had used mathematical morphology for the probe tip-surface interaction along with a 
high order integration routine for solving the dynamics of the cantilever and feedback controller, the 
limitations would be mostly due to numerical instability. To determine the user-controlled parameter 
range, the simulator is pushed to the limits of what it can handle numerically. By determining this 
range of values for each parameter, the simulator is stable for all values that the user can input. 
The three main parameters that are controlled by the user are scan speed, feedback controller 
gains, and cantilever deflection. If the speed of the probe is too great, the likelihood of the probe 
geometry penetrating through the surface geometry increases. High probe speeds can also allow the 
probe leave contact with the surface if the deflection is not great enough to keep the probe on the 
surface. Determining the maximum speed is also crucial to the X-controller. The gains to control this 
controller are hidden from the user, thus the gains must be robust for all ranges of scan speed. As 
previously mentioned, the scan speed of the probe is determined by the user-controlled scan size and 
scan rate settings. In order to set the limits of the scan speed, a scan size of 10 µm was chosen as the 
largest available choice for the user. This large of a scan size is a representative value of the typical 
scan size in the actual AFM. Once the maximum scan size was fixed, the scan rate was slowly 
increased in an AFM simulation to determine the fastest scan rate before the due to the increase in 
scan speed (the probe radius for the simulation was 50 nm and the sample geometry was a grating 
with a 33.3 µm pitch and 2.6 µm). The scan rate maximum limit was experimentally found to be 5 
Hz, with a deflection limit of -5 nm. The deflection is limited due to applying too great of a force to 
- -~-~ - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - --- -
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the sample. When the probe is pushed down with too much vertical force the horizontal force used to 
maintain velocity can not overcome the vertical force, thus leaving the probe "stuck" at a feature. 
When the maximum deflection was set at -5 nm, the minimum speed to overcome the sharp 
topography feature was 0.5 Hz (assuming an X-controller proportional gain of 700). The minimum 
deflection was set at -0.0 nm, which corresponds to zero applied force on the probe. 
The maximum feedback controller gains were found by increasing the integral gain first, then 
adjusting the proportional gain. As the integral gain was increased, the overall error between the 
desired deflection and the actual deflection decreased, thus more integral gain was needed to have an 
affect of the PID feedback controller. At an integral gain of approximately 300,000,000 with a 
proportional gain of 600,000 the simulator experienced numerical instability. The maximum integral 
gain was limited at 200,000,000 with the proportional gain limited to 500,000. The minimum gains 
for the feedback controller were limited to zero, just like the actual AFM. When a user sets the gains 
at zero, the feedback controller does not attempt to maintain the cantilever deflection. Once the probe 
leaves the surface due to a lack of cantilever deflection, the piezo retracts and scanning stops. This is 
also true for the AFM simulator. Table 1 summarizes the user-controlled parameter ranges. Any 
combination of the parameters from Table 1 results in a stable simulation of the scan or the piezo 
retracting due to the probe leaving contact with the sample surface. 
Table 1: User-controlled parameter ranges 
Parameter Maximum Minimum 
Scan Size 10.0 µm 10.0nm 
Scan Rate 5.0Hz 0.5 Hz 
Deflection -5.0 nm O.Onm 
Integral Gain 200,000,000 0 
Proportional Gain 500,000 0 
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3.4 Simulator Interface Design and Implementation 
The interface of a simulator is often overlooked and not much time is spent on the design of 
the interface. Since the 1950' s, research in human factors has shown that the simulator's physical 
fidelity, or the likeness of the simulator' s appearance to the actual environment appearance, is one of 
the most important factors in a simulator's effectiveness [19] . However, simply replicating the 
operational interface for the interface of the training simulator can lead to adverse affects. Users can 
be overwhelmed by an interface with too many options and features, creating anxiety. A balance 
must be achieved between replication and simplicity. Before designing the simulator interface an 
analysis of the actual AFM interface is first completed. 
3.4.1 Analysis of the Actual AFM Interface 
Each AFM manufacturer has a graphical user interface (GUI) to operate their AFM. Each of 
these GUis has the pretty much the same controls and windows, but the location of these controls and 
windows vary widely. One of the most common user interfaces {UI) used is Veeco ' s NanoScope 
Software. It is one of the most popular not due to its user friendliness, but because Veeco' s AFMs 
are the most frequently used AFMs. NanoScope will only operate with Veeco controllers, which is 
why the software is so popular. 
Two versions of NanoScope are currently in circulation. The older version, NanoScope V, 
was based on a Windows 3.x framework, therefore GUI widgets (buttons, controls, etc.) were 
extremely limited by the capabilities of Windows at the time. The layout of NanoScope V is a dual 
monitor split screen configuration with control panel on the left monitor and the graphics and 
imaging panel on the right (Figure 22). The dual monitor configuration used in NanoScope V likely 
originated from a lack of a method to contain both the controls and graphics on single computer 
screen within the confines a resolution of computer monitor of its time. 
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Figure 22: NanoScope V dual monitor configuration, control panel (left), graphics display 
(right) [28]. 
As shown in the left image of Figure 22, the most frequently used controls for scan 
parameters, feedback gains and settings, channels and various other functions are located in grouped 
control panels. Less frequently used and single use controls are located in the menu bar at the top of 
the screen. Almost all of the mouse clicks in the GUI happen in this area. The graphics display 
window located on the right monitor is almost strictly used for viewing information. This type of 
GUI layout is good at showing users what they can do even with the limited functionality of the 
Windows 3.x framework. However old fashioned the Windows 3.x control scheme may seem today, 
the NanoScope V is used widely today due its simple layout and ease of use. Many users who were 
first taught how to operate an AFM with NanoScope V, have resisted switching to the next 
generation version, NanoScope VI, due to NanoScope V's ease of use. However, progress is 
inevitable for better or for worse. 
NanoScope VI builds on the same principles used to control the AFM, but drastically 
changes the look and feel of the GUI. NanoScope VI was designed using the newer Windows NT 
framework, which is the same framework as Window NT and Windows 2000. In this new version of 
NanoScope, the control panels are grouped in one tabbed panel, enabling the entire user interface to 
fit on just one screen (Figure 23). 
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Figure 23: NanoScope VI single monitor configuration [29]. 
The changes made to the layout of NanoScope VI are not necessarily improvements to the 
GUI. By condensing everything to one screen, frequently used controls and graphic windows have 
been hidden from the user. Not only have the controls been hidden, but more functionality has been 
added to the interface, creating even more confusion. Even though the NanoScope VI can be 
operated using one monitor, the NanoScope VI is frequently used with two monitors, sometimes even 
three. However, this is not necessarily to the user's advantage because now they have two or three 
screens full of clutter to decipher instead of just one. 
Some companies have taken steps to combat the increasing complexity of the AFM user 
interface. Nanosurf AG has begun to make AFMs and AFM user interfaces that are as simple as one 
click of the mouse. One of their software Uis has a feature that allows users to specify their level of 
expertise. Based on their level, the software will show or hide features. For example, a beginner user 
level only has access to a couple of controls like scan size and start. A standard user level has access 
to the feedback controller, engage criteria and other standard controls, while the expert user level has 
access to all the controls - even the ones the manufacturer suggests that you should not mess with. 
Other improvement, such as simplifying the actual scanning process have been made to make a more 
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user friendly interface. Figure 24 shows the Nanosurf easyScan E-Line GUI [13]. This interface does 
not hide controls needed to function. To use this AFM software, the user just clicks the start button, 
and scanning begins (as long as the AFM equipment is setup). 
Figure 24: NanoSurf easyScan E-Line GUI [13] 
Other software, such as Pacific Nanotechnology's EZMode software gives the user a 
sequential software package that guides them through a step-by-step procedure for acquiring an AFM 
image. At the top of the EZMode's screen a list of the steps that must be followed are supplied to the 
user (Figure 25) [30]. These features help AFM users by providing a path through the mess of AFM 
controls. 
Figure 25: Progress bar of Pacific Nanotechnology's EZMode sequential software package 
[30]. 
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3.4.2 Design of the Simulator Interface 
User Interface design is more of an art than a science. There is no real procedure for the 
design process, but there are heuristics that the designer can employ (i.e. don't use yellow text on a 
white background). Expert users and usability studies can also be used to design the interface that 
will yield the best performance. Usually the design process of a user interface begins with laying out 
the goals of interface by addressing the needs of the end user. 
3.4.2.1 Simulator Interface Goals and Requirements 
The goal of the AFM simulator interface is drastically different than the goal of the AFM 
interface. The goal of the AFM interface is to provide the user with a fairly simple means of using 
the capabilities of the AFM. The goal of the AFM simulator interface is to allow the user to transfer 
as much knowledge as possible from repetitiously learned behavior to the actual AFM interface, no 
matter what the difficulty of the UI. Heuristics suggests that repeating a behavior on a like interface 
will transfer the most positive learned behavior (i.e. training a nuclear power plant operator on the 
same control panel layout as the actual control panel will transfer more positive behavior than on a 
control panel with a different layout). However, there are dangers to this approach. For instance, 
blindly replicating all of the UI of NanoScope VI in order to train users how to use this software may 
cause the user to be overwhelmed by complexity of the interface. 
Based on this discussion and the analysis of the actual AFM interface the requirements for 
the simulator interface are as follows: 
• A similar interface layout to the actual AFM interface should be used so that users 
can apply repetitiously learned positive behavior to the actual AFM interface. 
• The controls that the simulator user doesn't need should be hidden to avoid 
confusion. 
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3.4.2.2 User Interface Framework 
VPM is not just one AFM simulator interface for one particular AFM interface. VPM is 
more of an AFM simulator framework that can quickly be reconfigured with minimal effort to create 
a simulator with specific needs and layout design. For example, the training simulator interface for 
NanoScope V users would be different than the training simulator interface for NanoScope VI users. 
In order to have this flexibility, VPM was written using Microsoft's Visual Studio .NET. Using this 
environment, user interface components could quickly and easily be added to create any Windows-
based user interface. OpenGL and other open-source libraries were also used in the development of 
the VPM so that it is possible that other versions of the simulator can be ported to Linux and Mac OS 
to increase the user base of the simulator 
3.4.2.3 An Example VPM Interface 
Using the goals and requirements discussed previously, a simulator interface was designed 
for NanoScope VI users. The layout for the controls was pretty much left intact, but many 
unnecessary controls were stripped or relocated (Figure 26). For example, the workspace tree 
structure at the left of the screen was removed, while the options in the right-click menu for the 
graphic display windows were moved to always visible locations in the displays windows. 
Figure 26: NanoScope VI User Interface (left), VPM Simulator Interface for NanoScope VI 
users (right). 
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3.4.2.4 Enhanced Features 
Sometimes simulators can be used to show concepts that would be impossible to show in the 
actual environment. VPM gives the users the ability to view the three-dimensional view of the probe 
scanning the surface. Allowing the user to visualize this process teaches them concepts that would 
have normally been explained by static imagery. VPM also allows the user to interactively change 
the probe tip geometry while scanning a surface. In the actual AFM, this would be nearly impossible 
to accomplish. But in VPM, this is a simple procedure. By allowing the user to change the probe tip 
geometry in real time, the user learns first hand about the effects of the probe tip-sample geometric 
interaction. 
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CHAPTER4. 
Experimental Validation 
In Chapter 3.2, the geometric probe tip-sample interaction using collision detection was 
validated against the known solution of the profile using mathematical morphology. To validate the 
dynamic model, experimental scans were completed in an actual AFM and were used to tune the 
AFM simulator. The goal of this exercise was not only establish the validity the dynamic model, but 
also to match the simulator settings to actual settings in an AFM. For instance, the image of a scan 
using an integral gain of 2.5 in an actual AFM needs to be matched to the integral gain used to 
produce a similar image in the simulator. The value of the gain used to match the images is then 
given an internal gain so that both gain values will match. If successfully completed, a user that 
configures the controls for a scan in VPM with certain values will produce the exact same scan in the 
actual AFM. 
4.1 Experimental Parameters 
The parameters used to obtain the experimental scans are discussed in this section. 
4.1.1 Experimental Sample Geometry 
Although the geometric model was already validated, geometry was still necessary for the 
experimental validation in order to determine the influence of tip shape and sample geometry effects. 
Usually the geometry of an AFM scan sample is not known until the scan is completed. However, 
there are standard samples that have known geometry before a scan is completed on the sample. 
These samples are machined using microelectronic fabrication techniques such as photolithography 
and are generally used for calibration purposes. For the experimental validation, a silicon grating was 
used during all experimental scans (Figure 27). Even though the dimensions of the sample are 
known, the dimensions were checked using a profile of the sample scanned by the AFM (Figure 28). 
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From the profiles of several scans, the pitch of the grating was determined to be 3.33 µm with a hole 
depth of2.6 µm. 
Figure 27: A three-dimensional view of the silicon grating used for the experimental validation 
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Figure 28: Profile of the silicon grating used to extract measurements of the sample surface 
used for the experimental validation. 
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4.1.2 Experimental Probe Tip Geometry 
A new probe tip's dimensions can be determined from specifications provided by the probe 
manufacturer. However, the probe's factory dimensions do not stay intact long. Debris and wear 
causes the probe tip's dimensions to change with usage. In order to determine the probe tip's 
dimensions after excessive use, a tip characterizing surface is utilized (Figure 29). 
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Figure 29: Tip characterizer used to determine the probe tip shape (left), convoluted profile 
from scanning the tip characterizer is the reflected profile of the probe. 
The tip characterizer is a sample that has ultra sharp features throughout the sample. When a 
probe tip scans one of these features, the resulting convoluted image is a reflected image of the probe 
tip used for the scan (Figure 29). Using this technique the profile of the probe used for the 
experimental validation was characterized before any scans were completed. Both the X and Y 
profiles of the probe tip can are shown in Figure 30. 
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Figure 30: Profile of probe tip used for experimental validation, X-Axis profile (top), Y-Axis 
profile (bottom) 
From these profiles, the probe tip radius, and the angle of the cone was extracted. The probe 
tip radius is about 50 nm on both axes. The angle of the cone varied from 24.2 to 26.5 degrees on the 
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Y-Axis and 21.5 to 30.5 degrees on the X-Axis. As seen from the bottom profile in Figure 30, the 
probe tip used was slightly skewed to the left on the Y-Axis. To replicate this complex geometry for 
validation, a sphere of radius of 50 nm and an array of cylinders of 50 nm in radius were used to 
reconstruct the probe. The cylinders were rotated at a pivot point at the center of a sphere to match 
the profiles shown in Figure 30. The cylinders located at 0, 90, 180 and 270 degrees about the probe 
were rotated at the four angles extracted from the profile. The other angles for the cylinders were 
interpolated between these angles at increments of 15 degrees. The reconstructed probe tip using this 
method is shown in Figure 31. The probe was reconstructed in this fashion because a standard cone 
primitive could not replicate the asymmetry of the probe profile. Ideally, a triangular mesh would 
have been used in this situation, but the version of ODE used for the simulation could not accurately 
detect collisions with triangular mesh geometries. 
X-Axis 
Y-Axis 
Figure 31: Reconstructed probe geometry from probe tip profile using an array of cylinders. 
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4.1.3 Experimental AFM Control Settings 
Four main settings influence the image of an AFM scan in constant force contact mode: 
proportional gain, integral gain, setpoint deflection, and scan rate. To isolate and determine the 
effects on a scanned image of these settings, a 3 x 3 x 3 experiment was completed. Three different 
gain settings, three different setpoint deflections and three different scan rates were used in 
combination to produce 27 different scans on a Digital Instruments Dimension 3100 AFM. Each 
setting had a middle ground value that would produce a decent image, and two extreme values that 
would produce noise and artifacts in the image (Table 2). The topography and deflection images 
produced by these scans along with their 2D profiles were used as a comparison to the scans 
produced in VPM and to synchronize the settings ofVPM to the actual AFM. 
Table 2: Parameter Settings for Experimental Validation 
Setting Controller Gains Setpoint Deflection (V) Scan Rate (Hz) 
l = 0.503 
Low -1.700 1.0 
p = 0.711 
1=2.105 
Middle -0.8378 2.0 
p = 3.147 
I= 2.580 
High -0.4059 4.0 
p = 4.107 
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4.2 Simulator Comparison and Parameter Synchronization 
Every AFM controller has unique internal gains that will lead to various results, even within 
the same manufacturer and model. For instance a proportional gain of 1.5 and an integral gain of 1.0 
on a particular AFM will not likely produce the same scan as the same gains on a similar machine. 
This is also true with VPM. To match the gains of VPM with the gains of an actual AFM, simulator 
scans with various settings were produced in an attempt to replicate the experimental scans. To find 
the low and high settings of the feedback controller gains, the simulator was pushed to its extreme 
lows and extreme highs without causing numerical instability in the simulation. The high and low 
setting topography and deflection profiles from the experimental scans were then compared to 
profiles produced from the extreme high and low settings in the simulator. Using this method, the 
boundaries of the simulator and the internal gains needed for parameter matching were determined. 
4.2.1 Experimental and Simulated Comparison of the "Best" Scan 
Before the simulator scans were produced for comparison, the best possible scan that the 
simulator could make was produced (Figure 32). This scan was then used as a base point to compare 
to the best possible scan that the actual AFM could produce (medium gains, medium setpoint and 
low scan rate). By comparing these two scans, the limitations of the simulator could be determined. 
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Figure 32: The best possible scan in the actual AFM: topography (left), deflection (right). 
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Rather than comparing the images of the experimental and simulation scans, the profiles of 
these scans were used to as a basis for comparison. The profiles created from the experimental scan, 
indicated by the white lines in Figure 32, are shown below in Figure 33. The topography profile is 
void of noise or other artifacts and the deflection profile indicates only slight error at the entrance 
and exit of a feature. These profiles are conducive of good settings in the AFM. 
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Figure 33: Best experimental topography (a) and deflection (b) profiles with medium gains 
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The best possible profiles from the AFM simulator were then created. The topography 
profile from the simulator (Figure 34) compares relatively well with the experimental results. A little 
bit of noise is present at the entrance and exit of a feature. This noise is most likely due to the time 
step size or ERP of the simulator. Because the probe is moving so fast, the load must be large enough 
to keep the probe from flying off the surface. This high load creates tremendous acceleration on the 
probe coming off of a feature. When the probe finally lands, penetration occurs due to a probable 
collision between time steps. The ERP attempts to correct this error and creates the noise seen in 
Figure 34. 
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Figure 34: Best simulation topography (a) and deflection (b) protlles with medium gains 
The best simulation deflection profile (Figure 34) shows a similar pattern to the best 
experimental deflection profile. The noise discussed earlier is also present in the simulation 
deflection profile, but the deflection profiles from both the experimental and simulation scans exhibit 
comparable patterns. The spikes from encounters with topography are present in both profiles with 
roughly the same magnitude and direction. 
4.2.2 Feedback Controller Gain Setting Comparison and Synchronization 
Once the settings for the best scans were determined in the simulator and the actual AFM, 
the extreme high and low settings could be determined. For the feedback controller in both systems, 
too high of a gain setting creates noise in the scan due to oscillation of the piezo. When the gain 
settings are set too low, the probe fails to track the surface properly. 
4.2.2.1 High Gain Settings 
In the actual AFM, the high gain settings can be determined by slowly increasing the integral 
gain until the piezo begins to oscillate. This method was also used to determine the high gain settings 
in VPM. The integral gain was slowly increased in VPM until noise due to improper gain settings 
appeared in the topography and deflection profiles. For the experimental scan, the settings that 
produced oscillation of the piezo were a proportional gain of 4.107 and an integral gain 2.58 with the 
medium setpoint deflection and a scan rate of 1.0 Hz. The profiles of the topography and deflection 
of the resulting scan are shown in Figure 35. 
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Figure 35: Experimental topography (a) and deflection (b) profiles with high gain settings 
The experimental topography and deflection profiles in Figure 35 were then used to 
determine what the simulator profiles should resemble at high gain settings. The simulator 
proportional and integral gain settings were manipulated until feedback occurred in the profile as 
shown in Figure 36. The settings in the simulator that produced these profiles were a proportional 
gain of 90,000 and an integral gain of 50,000,000 with medium setpoint deflection and a scan rate of 
1.0 Hz. 
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Figure 36: Simulation topography (a) and deflection (b) profiles with high gain settings 
The simulator profiles are more extreme than the experimental profiles, but they both exhibit 
the same noise due to higher gain settings. When the gains were increased further, more noise was 
produced until the simulation crashed at a proportional gain of 600,000 and an integral gain of 
300,000,000. To keep users from crashing the simulation, limits of 200,000,000 for the integral gain 
and 500,000 for the proportional gain were set. Users can not input gain settings beyond these values. 
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4.2.2.2 Low Gain Settings 
The lowest of the low gain settings could not be reproduced experimentally due to pre-set 
limits in the actual AFM. Theoretically, the gains can be set at 0 [28], but this would cause no force 
to be exerted on the piezo causing no movement of the piezo actuator. Once the probe would leave 
the surface in this scenario, the piezo would retract and scanning would stop. However, effects of 
low gains can be exhibited quite clearly when the speed of the scan is increased. An experimental 
scan with a fairly low proportional gain setting of 0.503 and an integral gain setting of 0.7114 with a 
medium setpoint and a scan rate of 4.0 Hz was use to compare to a simulation scan (Figure 37). 
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Figure 37: Experimental topography (a) and deflection (b) profiles with low gain settings 
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The gain settings were lowered on the simulation to try to replicate the experimental results. 
The results from the simulation scan with low gain settings and medium setpoint with a scan rate of 
4.0 Hz are shown in Figure 38. While the simulation topography and deflection profiles do not match 
perfectly with the experimental profiles, similar patterns are present in the hard spikes of the 
deflection profile. Both the experimental and simulation profiles of the low gain, high speed scans 
show a wider base at the spikes compared to the best scan deflection profiles. This is most likely due 
to the lowered response of the feedback controller not reacting properly due to the increase in speed. 
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Figure 38: Simulation topography (a) and deflection (b) profiles with low gain settings 
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4.2.2.3 Gain Setting Parameter Synchronization 
Once the high and low gain settings were determined for both the actual AFM and VPM, the 
simulator parameters were synchronized to the experimental parameters. The high, medium and low 
settings were plotted with the actual AFM setting on the x-axis and the VPM setting on the y-axis. 
The plots were fitted with a trend line to determine the equation to convert the experimental gain 
inputs to simulator gain inputs. 
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Figure 39: Plot of AFM Integral Gain vs. VPM Integral Gain used for determining conversion 
The graph in Figure 39 shows that the relationship between the experimental integral gain 
and the simulator integral gain is exponential in nature. From this plot, the conversion equation for 
the integral gain was determined (Equation 20): 
KivPM = 31.373exp(5.955KiAFM ) (20) 
, where KivPM and Ki AFM are the integral gains of VPM and the AFM, respectively. 
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Figure 40: Plot of AFM Proportional Gain vs. VPM Proportional Gain used for determining 
conversion equation. 
Similarly, the graph in Figure 40 shows a linear relationship between the experimental and 
simulator gains. From this plot, the conversion equation for the proportional gain was determined 
(Equation 21): 
KpVPM = 23770Kp AFM -6445.8 (21) 
, where KpvPM and Kp AFM are the proportional gains ofVPM and the AFM, respectively. 
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CHAPTERS. 
Conclusions and Future Work 
5.1 Conclusions 
Virtual Probe Microscope, an atomic force microscope simulator, has been presented in this 
thesis. The goal of the simulator is to train multiple users on basic AFM contact mode operation. The 
simulator can be used to train large groups of novice users in a classroom setting without the need of 
an actual AFM. The intention of the simulator is aligned with the goals of the National 
Nanotechnology Initiative, specifically goal #3: develop educational resources, a skilled workforce, 
and the supporting infrastructure and tools to advance nanotechnology. 
To create the AFM simulator, a physics engine named ODE has been implemented to handle 
the dynamics and collision detection needed to simulate the AFM dynamics of the probe tip and 
feedback controller. Collision detection has been used to handle the geometric portion of the probe-
tip sample interaction. This method was compared to a method that uses mathematical morphology to 
determine the geometric interaction. The collision detection method was slightly less accurate due to 
interpenetration due to a finite time step. However, the difference between the collision detection 
method and the mathematical morphology is small enough to be used for the purposes of the training 
simulator. The collision detection method limits how fast the probe can move due to inter-penetration 
between the probe and the surface. But the limitations of the collision detection are over-shadowed 
by the benefits of a dynamic probe tip-interaction model. 
To simulate the feedback controller system of the AFM, a model that utilizes a cantilever and 
piezotube actuator was implemented. This system is similar to the actual AFM. The feedback 
controller attempts to maintain a desired constant deflection of the cantilever, thus a constant force 
applied to the sample. When the deflection of the cantilever changes due to a change in surface 
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topography, the feedback controller forces the piezotube actuator to translate up or down. The motion 
of the piezotube is translated to the cantilever via the piezo' s natural frequency and natural damping 
with the intention of restoring the desired deflection of the cantilever. The input voltage required to 
translate the piezotube actuator to maintain the deflection is tracked and recorded as a height map of 
the sample surface. The user must adjust the gains of feedback controller to receive a decent image of 
the surface. Improper gain settings will cause image distortion. 
To test the validity of the dynamic model, 27 scans with variations in gains, scan speed and 
normal load were taken on an actual AFM and compared to 27 scans with matching parameters. The 
scans were completed on a silicon grating with known dimensions and a probe tip that had been 
profiled using a tip characterizer. The profiles of the experimental scans and simulator scans were 
compared. The simulator profile was tuned to match the experimental settings to the simulator 
settings. 
The interface to the simulator was created using Microsoft's Visual Studio .NET. Using this 
environment, user interface components could quickly and easily be added to create any Windows-
based user interface. Instead of creating an optimally designed simulator user interface for maximum 
usability, the layout of one of the more popular AFM commercial user interfaces were replicated. 
The intent of this decision was to maximize the transfer of training from the simulator to the actual 
AFM, instead of catering to user satisfaction. Because OpenGL and other open-source libraries were 
used in the development of the AFM simulators, it is possible that other versions of the simulator can 
be ported to Linux and Mac OS to increase the user base of the simulator. 
VPM is one of the first fully interactive AFM simulators with the goal of training user how 
to operate an AFM. Hopefully, VPM will train many students how to use an AFM and assist their 
instructors by giving them tools to get the job done efficiently. 
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5.2 Future Work 
The initial ground work in VPM has been laid out for many possible additions to its model of 
the AFM dynamics. A number of improvements can be made to this simulator to improve the 
simulator's functional and physical fidelity, thus increasing the overall effectiveness of VPM as an 
educational tool. 
5.2.1 Force Interaction Added Model 
As stated in previous chapters, the surface forces acting between the probe tip and sample 
have been neglected in the probe tip model presented in this thesis. Adding these force interactions is 
necessary to simulate force curves and other modes of the AFM. These force interactions can be 
added by adding forcing functions to the probe tip. An equation that relates the effects of the 
phenomenon to the force experienced by the probe tip is needed. For solid-solid adhesion, Equation 
22 can be used to determine the force required for separation, F, , between two solids, according to 
DMT Theory [26]. 
F. = -21CR. * ~2 (22) 
, where R is the radius of curvature of the probe and w;1 is the work of adhesion between 
the probe tip and sample surface. Adding this model to the probe tip, a pull-off force equal to F, is 
required before the probe leaves contact with the sample. In the current model, the probe is free to 
leave the surface as dictated by the feedback controller. 
5.2.2 Other AFM Modes 
The model presented in this thesis is for simulating constant force contact mode. Constant 
force contact mode is not the only mode used in an AFM. Intermittent contact or tapping mode is 
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another popular mode of operation. Tapping mode is often used for imaging with greater precision 
than constant force contact mode. Tapping mode works by oscillating the cantilever of the probe near 
its natural frequency thus tapping the surface with the probe tip. The feedback controller monitors 
and attempts to maintain the RMS amplitude of the oscillation by controlling the height of the 
cantilever off the surface. As in constant force contact mode, the input voltage required to translate 
the Z piezotube actuator to maintain the desired setting is recorded. 
Tapping mode could be implemented into the current dynamic model of the simulator. A 
sinusoidal forcing function at a drive frequency and amplitude could be used to oscillate the 
cantilever in the current model. However, there are many other factors to consider in order to create a 
faithful representation of the dynamics of a tapping mode model. One of the future goals of this 
project is to implement the modes necessary to satisfy the training and educational needs of students 
and instructors. Continuation of this project will look into adding other modes such as non-contact 
mode and friction force microscopy. 
5.2.3 Soft Surfaces 
The presented model assumes an infinitely hard surface between the probe tip and sample. 
No matter how much force is applied, the probe tip will not intentionally penetrate the sample 
surface. Implementing a soft surface is critical to training biological scientists. Three options are 
available for simulating soft surfaces: finite elements, spring-mass systems or tricking the simulator. 
Finite element 
5.2.3.1 Finite Elements 
Finite elements are used extensively in engineering as an analysis tool to determine design 
flaws in mechanical parts. The finite element method turns a part into a mesh made of thousands of 
(depending on the method) triangles or squares. The mesh is then given boundary conditions that it 
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must follow (i.e. attached to a fixed object at locations A and B) and material properties are assigned. 
After these conditions are set, force and torques (or other loads such as pressure) may be applied at 
any location on the mesh. An iterative solver solves for the solution to the conditions that were 
supplied. 
Using the finite element method, a soft surface could be simulated in VPM. A mesh of the 
surface would be created and material properties would be assigned to the surface. At every time step 
the force applied to the probe tip would be used to calculate the deformation of the surface due to the 
force. However, finite element algorithms are not available for real time use, especially at a time step 
of 0.001 seconds with current technology. A computer processor (or processors) would need to 
iteratively solve for the solution at a frequency of 1000 Hz, and re-create the geometry for the next 
time step at the same rate. Tricks can be used to improve performance of the finite element 
algorithms. A quad or oct tree could be used to localize the deformation on the surface by only 
solving for nodes on the mesh at a fixed distance away from the probe tip. However, this method still 
would probably not be able to keep up with simulation in order to stay real time. 
5.2.3.2 Spring-Mass Systems 
A spring-mass system is an alternative approach for simulating soft surfaces. Spring-mass 
systems have been used in simulations such as haptic surgical simulations to create the effect of soft 
tissue. Computer graphics artist have also used this method to simulate cloth, hair and ropes in video 
games and movies. This method uses a mesh similar to the finite element method. However, for each 
node on the mesh, a point mass is created. Each adjacent point mass is then connected to each other 
by a spring and/or damper. When one node's point mass is set in motion by an applied force, the 
nearby nodes will also be affected by the stiffness of the spring. This method can be readily applied 
in a physics engine and has been used successively to create the effect of soft surfaces. However, by 
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no means is this method's accuracy comparable to the finite element method, but it does a reasonable 
job at faking it. One last alternative could be employed to create a soft surface in the AFM simulator 
5.2.3.3 Tricking the Simulator 
As discussed in earlier chapter, ODE has built in parameters that give programmers 
flexibility to make their simulations look more realistic and numerically stable. The Error Reduction 
Parameter (ERP) and Constraint Force Mixing (CFM) parameters can be manipulated to improve the 
simulation's robustness and accuracy, but these parameters can also be used to create the effect of a 
soft surface. A surface with a stiffuess of ksurface and an elastic damping coefficient of csurface can be 
used to determine the ERP and CFM values needed to simulate a soft surface with the desired 
properties using Equation 23 and Equation 24. 
hksurface ERP=-----
h k surface + C surface 
(23) 
CFM = ---1---
h k surface + C surface 
(24) 
, where h is the step size. These parameters will give the same effect as a spring-and-damper 
system simulated with implicit first order integration [14]. 
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